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This study examines the leadership effectiveness of technology-based companies
and their respective virtual field service organizations. Specifically, this research
surveyed four service-based orgarrizations whose managers were responsible for both
local and remore field-engineering personnel. Local engineers are defined as residing in
the same office or city location with their manager, ffid remote engineers are defined as
residing in a different office and city location from their manager. Each participating
service organization's personnel, made up of managers and engineers, participated
through an anonymous survey response.
The survey collected information about each participant's belief of how efflective
their organization's leaders managed their respective virtual environment. The first set of
questions established a baseline about each organization's current virtual environment.
The second set of questions collected the organization's future virtual environment needs.
Both the current and future set of questions collected feedback about each company's
virtual environment by: organization, communication, teamwor,k, and leadership
categories. Survey results were tabulated by each participating company and collectively
averaged for comparative purposes. Results show that current service organizations have
effective virtual environments, but indicators identiff specific future areas that leaders
should assess, consider, ffid anticipate for their evolving virtual environment. This study
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The classical 20th century work setting involved employees gathering at a central
location, such as a main offise building or factory floor for accomplishing their daily
work. Managers and supervisors (employee leaders) made daily work assignments and
provided face-to-face guidance. Frequent\y,Zl't century employees are now distributed,
or located away from corporate headquarters and their assigned managers. Employees
now regularly work as teammates with minimal or no direct contact on the same
assignments or projects. Dispersed employees are able to function as a smooth,
coordinated team due to standardization of work materiaUproducts, significantly
improved modes of transportation, and technology which enables physically remote
personnel to communicate in real-time. This contemporary work setting, with dispersed
employees, will be referred to in this paper as a "Virtual Environment" (V.E.).
A combination of business competition and technology advancements (e.g.
telephones, cell phones, pagers, facsimiles, computers, and the internet) have allowed
companies to transition from rigid, traditional face-to-face work setting of the past, to a
more flexible, dispersed ernployee across a Virtual Environment. Virtual Environment
leaders (managers) and their employees who can be located anywhere geographically, are
free from the constraint of needing to assemble concurently at a common physical
location. This in turn allows employees to work more creatively and efficiently from
locations as convenient as their home, car, hotel, restaurant, or public transit. Technology
has created real-time communication bridges between employees once viewed as
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"islands," by connecting them electronically to their team members (co-workers) while
remaining physically dispersed.
Statement of Problem
The emergence of the Virtual Environment as a work setting/structure presents
managers with new challenges and issues. Managers must coordinate and ensure their
dispersed employees will function effectively. Success relies on the ability to keep
physically remote employees "connected" with the rest of the team. This is a new and
ongoing leadership challenge for today's manager. This research will explore the
perceptions of boththe managers and their reporting engineers, who are all part of the
same Virtual Environment.
Significance of the Problem
To improve cost competitiveness, comparries have been routinely expanding the
span of control, or "bandwidth" of managers, by assigning them larger geographic
territories and more employees to directly supervise. This increased managerial
bandwidth presents challenges for both those managing and those being managed.
Larger territories mean employees are more widely distributed; some working out of the
traditional home office, others working from remote work offices, home residences,
customer work sites, or while traveling. Employees based in the same city, or local office
location as their managers, experience significantly different working conditions than
employees working from remote locations.
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Frequently face-to-face contact between manager and engineers is likely to
maintain qualitatively different manager-employee relationships than those maintained by
sporadic electronic contacts. From the manager's perspective, monitoring and measuring
employee productivity and satisfaction is made more difficult hy fewer and less direct
personal contact. Remote employees are more likely to be excluded from routine, real-
time access to information, casually being exchanged between employees in the home
office setting, and have fewer opportunities to similarly contribute their own ideas and
knowledge. Inhibiting the involvement of physically disconnected, or remote employees
from participating within their respective organization, further compromises the virtual
environment from operating as an integral team. That perception of core versus
peripheral ernployees works to the detriment of both remote employees and the
performance of the overall team to which they belong.
The managerial challenge then, is to be aware of identifu, and minimize those
factors, which inhibit fulI team participation and smooth team operation. If managers
either overlook or ignore the differences between their local and remote employees, risk
being out of touch with issues which may affect their customers' satisfaction. This in turn
could influence customers' perception about the service organization's reputation and
ultimately have a negative affect on them furancially.
Relevanee to Leadership
More companies today are offering engineers broader working options through
"telecommuthg," or working remotely from their managers and major facilities. Henry
&,Hartder (1998) describe the necessity of virtual teams and dispersed environments
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through four sunmary points. First, increased globalization in the marketplace is driving
organizations to work more closely with their customers. Second, fierce competition
requires that more diverse talents and expertise be available for addressing complex
problems, projects, and solutions. Third, dispersed teams can assemble virtually without
relocating workers. Finally, technological advances have allowed virtual teaming,
learning, ffid communications to become a reality. As a result, managers are challenged
to provide leadership for all team members, by communicating their companies'
strategies and effectively executing daily business plans/tactics. Successful
cofirmunication and teamwork affect all team members, regardless of their geographic
location.
Literature Review
The leadership role of today's managers in virtual organizations is reviewed and
discussed in a broad range of printed and electronic sources including academic articles,
dissertations, case studies and opinions. Examination of this written material revealed
multiple themes that fit into three categories: leadership in the virtual environment,
teamwork across the virtual organization, and effective communication. The literature
reviewed for this study represents only a small portion of material available regarding
virtual environments and leadership.
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Leadership in the Yirtual Environment
Today's managers and company leaders are expected to achieve results quickly,
with minimum cost, while competing in the ever-changing global business arena. A
cofirmon practice for companies' organizational landscape and structure requires more
managers to lead virtual teams. Managers of distributed employees must consider
leadership attributes that inspire the virtual team to excel. New leadership challenges are
forcing managers to reconsider what makes a virtual team produce quality results, while
facilitating all of their employees to practice effective communication and teamwork.
In Basso's (1998) case study, a qualitative survey used face-to-face interviews
with 12 management professionals from three random industries. All participants held
management leadership positions, but worked remotely from their respective teams. The
results collected frop practicing virtual leaders addressed: learning to deal with new
workforce attitudes, increased emphasis dealing with employee concerns about their own
quality of life, and workers wanting more autonomyiself governance, while still involved
in overall company goals and teamwork. While the sample was srnall, it revealed a
general perspective and identified some themes about virtual team members'
characteristics and expectations. Additional industry and manager surveys would
enhance the overall results and improve both the validity and reliability of this survey
process.
Teamwork Across the Virtual Organization
A leader's ultimate goal is for virtual teams to collectively achieve higher levels of
productivity with quality results. Although it is challenging to function effectively when
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team members and leaders have minimal direct contact, managers have an opportunity to
learn and implement new methods and techniques for effectively leading virtual teams.
For example, Robey, Khoo, Powers, (2000) conducted research involving a division of an
unnamed Fortune 500 company. The division included 373 employees who were fairly
evenly split between two major locations in the US, one in the North and one in the
South. Each major location was again evenly split between local employees (reside in
same office/city location as their manager) versus remote employees (reside in different
office/city location from their manager). A qualitative survey was used in face-to-face
interviews with 22 randomly selected participants from the overall population. The
objective was to assess overall teamwork and effectiveness of the organization from the
employee point-of-view. They found that, cross-functional relationships became more
important in completing job tasks, new behaviors and ways to interact with each other
needed to be redefined, and cultural differences between the North and South offices
revealed new cofiImunication challenges based on word usage and regional customs.
While the study provided good general insights, sample selection inadequacies skewed
the results by disparately emphasizing data from a few locations. A better-designed
survey would have planned random sampling that targeted the overall population and
equal percentages from the North and South locations. Additionally, equal samples from
local versus remote employees, while taking into consideration cross-functional groups,
would have provided better survey results.
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Effective Virtual Com munication
The real force behind open communication that transcends time, space and
cultures is the continual technical advances that have accelerated over recent decades.
Proliferation of computer technology and wireless devices has opened frontiers fbr the
growing virtual organization. Improved communication technology allows both intact
local and remote teams to connect in new and creative ways. One example, computer
software called "GroupWare," integrates computer technology to allow collaborative
writing, world-wide web use, and electronic mail access, as described by Klobas,
Haddow, (1999). Their quantitative study involved 42 MBA students, all using the same
virtual computer environment, for completing a prescribed academic business project.
Fromthe total sample, seventeen (4loZ) were local at one location; rvhile twenty-five
(59%) were remote virtual users. The assigned teams required interaction between local
and remote students, while working on the same project. Upon project completiorl an
anonymous survey using a rating-scale questionnaire was used to collect feedback about
the project, with 39 of the 42 students replying. The post-project survey results provided
a more favorable feedback rating from students, who participated remotely, compared
with intact students in a classroom location. The sample size was small, and results from
an academic setting cannot reliably be compared to a business environment. In this case
study, defining, establishit g and communicating uniform guidelines for cornpleting the




The method of communication between managers and employees requires an
ongoing examination of the organization structure, the technology used, the make-up of
the team members, and the work that is trying to be accomplished. Each of these factors
can positively or negatively effect the evolving organization's virtual environment. This
raises a logical question: What will the organization of the future look like? Norton and
Smith (1997) provide a glimpse of future organizations fromtrends collected, reviewed
and identified over the past ten years are summaraed (p. 6 - 7):
. Organizational structures will be horizontal rather than hierarchical; transient rather
than static.
. There will be more teams working, particularly of a cross-functional, cross-
organizational nature.
. Individuals will be more mobile both within and between organizations.
. There will be a greater use of telecommuting and other forms of flexible working,
made possible by advances in computing and telecommunications.
o There will be greater cooperation between companies to win access to new markets.
. Business will concentrate on what they are best at, and outsource the rest.
o Organizations will become skilled at learning and adapting, to sustain a competitive
advantage.
Jt{ew orgarrizational structures and behaviors are emerging in virtual teams as
described by Hughes, O'Brien, Rouncefield, Tolmie, (1997) where, "relationships are
more intricate, collaborative and botmd by mutual responsibilities of colleagues" (p. 3).
Hughes further describes a present and future in which "teamwork is less fettered by the
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constraints of traditional hierarchies and spheres of responsibility, engender[ing] a
heightened sense of empowerment, commitment and collective responsibilities" (p. 4).
Materials found and reviewed for this study were mostly qualitative case studies with
limited quantitative analysis. The results of my investigation of the virtual working
environment topic and its leadership challenges produced the following four categories:
organizatioq communications, teamwork, and leadership. The current research emerged




This study was intended to assess virtual leadership effectiveness of established
field services organizations. To accomplish this, a survey instrument was designed to
collect and compare the perceived effectiveness of managers leading service engineers
(the term engineer will be used to identiff all field service persorulel in this study) who
currently work in a virtual environment. The service engineers work in either one of two
work settings: local (same office or city location with manager) or remote (different
office or city location from manager). Most national field service organizations were
early adopters of a highly dispersed workforce, in response to growing need to support
customers located across a wide variety of locations in the United States.
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Research Sample
A dozen executives belonging to the Association of Field Service Management
International (AFSMI) were randomly contacted to participate in this research. An
introduction and overview of the research was explained in an initial telephone
conversation. Once the executive indicated an interest to participate in the survey
process, each company was screened to match specif,rc requirements. The four
requirements were: (1) technology-based company supported by the executives' service
organization, (2) nation-wide field service presence, (3) service organization between 50
to 200 field personnel, and (4) some combination of local and remote engineers reporting
to the'service managers. Through this process, four companies were selected to
participate in this study. For the purposes of this study, the companies will remain
anonymous and will only be referred to as Company 1, Compaay 2, Company 3, and
Company 4. For this study, the targeted personnel from each of the four companies are
the managers and engineers. Managers are defined as leaders who supervise both local
and remote engineers. The engineers are defined as local and remote personnel that
report to a manager.
An outline of the research and the survey process was cofltmunicated with each of
the participating organizations'executive sponsors (Appendix C). Once the support and
approval of the organization's primary executive sponsor was secured, a timeline for the
survey to be distribution was planned and scheduled. A template consent letter was sent
by e-mail to the sponsor to gain their agreement to participate in this research study
(Appendi* D). A key element of this study was maintaining confidentiality of all
participating companies and individuals, which also encourages uninhibited and honest
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responses. The sponsoring executives agreed that all participants' responses would be
submitted directly to the researcher only; that their respective cornpanies would not
handle or process any survey responses.
To improve statistical reliability of the survey process, the instrument was e-
mailed to all service employees within each participating organization. The introduction
material clearly stated that participation was completely optional and voluntary by each
individual. There was no attempt to identify any specific participants. Each completed
survey was only identified by company, rnanager or engineer, and remote or local
reporting structure.
Suruey Instrument
A quantitative survey instrument was independently developed and used for this
research project. The survey reflects and incorporates virtual environment terminology
and concepts found during the literature review process. An attempt was made to define
the virtual environment subject and the associated categories so all survey participants
would interpret the questions the same way.
There was no survey instrument available that was suitable for the specific goals
of this research. There were ideas, recoilrmendations and examples that were researched
in the design of the survey instrument used in this study, as referenced by Miron (1998),
NBRI (2001), NCS (2001), and Newsted, Huff, Munro (1998). This reference
information helped guide the development and design for the final survey instrument that
was used. An initial survey outline was developed that covered the overall targeted
approach and general categories. A more detailed survey form was further developed
Augsburg .Collegp Library
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with specific questions within each category. A final instrument was customized into two
versions, one for managers (Appendix E) and a separate survey for engineers (Appendix
F). This allowed the survey to present the categories and questions to managers and their
respective engineers for similar interpretation, but from each job function's perspective.
Four general categorizes were targeted for feedback that included: organization,
communication, teamworko ond leadership. The strrvey instrument was designed with
two sections. The first section was designed to gather manager and engineer current
perspectives about their organization's virtual environment and leadership effectiveness.
The second section was designed to mirror the same questions asked in the first section,
but asked manager and engineer for their future desires to either maintain or change their
organizations' virtual environment and leadership effectiveness. The two survey sections
established a baseline of results from each participating company's current and future
point-of-reference. Comparing current and futrue survey results provided a method to
measure each organization's virtual environment and leadership perception.
The survey instrument consisted of a series of questions with yes/no responses,
rating/ranking-scale, ffid with the option to add comments under each survey category.
The overall survey instrument has atotal of 42 questions, which is made up of, 36 yes/no
response questions (86% ofthe instrument); and 6 fill-in rating & ranking-scale response
questions (l4Yo of the instrument). The total survey is fi:rther segmented into a current
and future section, each having l8 yes/no questions and 3 rating & ranking responses.
Each topic category was followed by an optional comment section that respondents could
decide to provide additional feedback if they so chose. Finally, a demographics section at
the end of the survey collected each respondent's: gender, age grouping, years with
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current organization, years of industry experience and manager/engineer reporting
relationship as either being local or remote.
Data Collection
A complete survey package was e-mailed to the sponsoring executive, who in turn
forwarded each entire package to their respective field service organization. A separate
survey package was sent to service managers and engineers. Each survey package
included: research introduction and overview, consent statement and the specific survey
instrument (Appendix E, F, & G for managers and Appendix E, F & H for engineers).
The document introduction and overview explained to the service organization the
research purpose and background. The consent statement explained how participants
were being protected in the survey process. It was noted that all responses would remain
confidential as long at the prescribed survey submission process was followed. Finally,
the survey instrument itself was provided with explicit instructions to return the
completed document by e-mail back to the researcher only. The survey process was
designed so that each participant submission would constitute acknowledgement and
agreement of the consent statement. The responses vrere collected, tracked, ffid manually
tabulated by compony, identified as either manager or engineer in either a local or local
setting.
Data Results
The survey results are compiled and summarized by each of the four participating
companies. The frst group is the service numager summary (Appendix A), while the
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second group is the service engineer sunrmary (Appendix B). Within each service group,
the information is presented in two sections as identified by current iffirmation and the
second section identifiedby future information. The categories of:. organization,
communication, teamwork, and leadership are covered within all sections for each
participating company. All four companies' data were averaged into a fifth column for
summary and comparative purposes.
Research Assessment
Data Analysis
This section provides an assessment of all survey responses by service managers
and engineers from all participating companies. The survey results are presented and
analyzed by the following headings: overview, general and detailed sections. The data
comparison of current versus future, and remote versus local categories provides a means
for assessing each of the three sections similarities and differences. Data average results
presented represents "yes" responses, or affrming support of the posed survey questions
for both current and future areas.
Ovemiew Suryey Results
The overall participation level for this study was very good, with a majority of the
managers responding and a high number of engineers returning surveys. A majority of
remote managers and engineers responded. This may indicate a greater interest by
remote engineers to have an opportunity to provide input back to their respective
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organizational leaders through this survey process. The technical service industry, as
represented by the companies in this study, is characterized as male dominated, with
senior personal as measured both by age and by total years in the industry. Managers
represented a more senior age group and had significantly more work experience.
Top general sunmary responses:






















Demo graphic Informatio n: Ma_nager: (p. A13) Ensineer: (p. A.26)
Summary Current Survey Results
The comparative data between manager and engineer is fairly consistent in the
current information summary. The majority of both groups gave positive, or greater than
50 % average answers as indicated by the "Total Cr:rrent Averages. " This view
represents both groups of participants affirming their respective company's current
performance by each category in their virtual environments. Another way to view the
data is by spread (+i-) of the total average results. Managers had a total current
percentage score average of 84 04, with a spread of high to low percentage spread of l9
points. The engineers total current percentage score average was also 82yo, but with a
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tighter high to low spread of percentage results ofjust 6 points. This difference in
percent spread between manager and engineers may be attributed to a significantly higher
response rate for engineers, which in turn flattened out the total averages. It is interesting
to note that both managers and engineers gave their highest single category score to
leadership. This could be interpreted that within the current virtual environment,
leadership is viewed as being overall ef[ective.
The current data average results reported below represent "yes" responses, or
affirming support of the survey questions asked. Summary by category:
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Summary Future Survey Results
The future response averages provide a difi[erent perspective of how the collective
participants view their virtual environments. Overall, managers were still positive with
their virtual environment categories. The total future average for managers was 73 Yo,
with a highto lowpercentage spread of 29 points. Engineers had a lower future total
average of 55 7o, with a high to low percentage spread of 33 points. There are several
interpretations for this difference in scores. The future is always uncertain, and with both
groups viewing their current virtual environments as being effective, it might be difficult
for engineers to envision any changes or improvements. Engineers historically have been
independent workers. They were working remotely from their managers well before
current techno lo gy provided current communications techno 1o g ie s and capabilities.
There might be a concern or impression by engineers that they may lose some of their
independence in order for the virtual environment to improve. Because of the engineers
legacy of working ortheir own, it may give themthe feeling that future changes inthe
virtual environment may mean encroaching on their personal work environments and
work styles.
Both managers and engineers identified teamwork as the highest category for
future improvement. Teamwork is recognized as a means for improving an
organization's performance in an ever-increasing competitive business environment.
Service organizations are constantly looking for ways to improve worker productivity.
As product perfornance and reliability is generally improving, it is not uncommon for
engineers to gradually be assigned larger territories and higher number of customer
accounts to be responsible for. Being able to get timely assistance from an engineer's
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teammates during peak workload periods would require efficient coordination and
effective teamwork between engineers.
The managers' lowest future score was the leadership (61%) category. Because
the score was still in the positive range (greater than 50%), this may be perceived as an
area that managers take for granted and feel they need to focus more attention to other
categories. Engineers viewed the category of future corlmunications with a low score of
37 % (lowest response of survey), compared to the manager score of 77 Yo. This could
indicate that engineers believe improving communications may mean putting more
individual work or responsibility back on them in order to realize future improvement.
There is a concern by engineers of being closely monitored as technology irnproves to
monitor and track daily activities.
Another significant result is the low score under remote engineers regarding
leadership. Remote engineer's responses were 58 yo, while manager's response in the
same category was 62 o/o. This may reflect a concern that managers and organizations
may impose or shift a higher workload to the remote engineers in the future in order to
achieve improved virtual leadership capability.
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Thefuture data average results reported below represent "yes" responses, or
affrming support of the survey questions asked. Summary by category:
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Summary Company Comparisons
The total company category summaries provide a way to compare manager and
engineer survey results regarding how their respective companies operate currently and a
view into the participants' perceived future needs. Category scores by company were
compared with each other to assess survey patterns.
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The following manager results compare the lowest to highest company scores as
follows: (C: Company)
Current Manager Category: Lowest Score: Highest Score:
Organization: (p. Al) CZ C I
Communication: G.A3) C3 C4
Teamwork: (p.A5) C2 C4
Leadershi (n . ,{6) C2 C1













t-JLeadershio: (n . Al2) C4
Average: c l &4 C3
By comparing the current and future manager's categories, companies I and 4 both
scored high in the current survey results, but had lowest scores from the future survey
results. This could reflect a high confidence level by the managers with their effective
current state and may be hard for them to envision an improved future state. Company 2
went frorn the lowest current state to a future neutral (company score between lowest and
highest score) score, while company 3 emerged from a neutral current state to the highest
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future score. This comparison shows company 3 managers are wanting more from their
future virtual environment.
The following engineer results compare the lowest to highest company scores as
follows: (C : Company)
Current Engineer Category: Lowest Score: Highest Score:
Organization:(p.A14) C4 Cl
Communication: (p.A16) Cl C3
Teamwork:(p.A18) C4 C3


















Average: c2 &3 c1&,4
A similar pattern emerged from the engineers' scores as recorded with the managers'
scores. The lowest current score by company 4 went to the top future score. Company 3
went from the top current score to the lowest future score. Company 2 went a neutral
current score to a lowest future score. Company I maintained a highest score in both the
current and future states. Company 1 generally endorses their current virtual
environment, but want more from the future.
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Detail Manager Comparison - Remote vs, Local
By assessing each of the company's specific category scores and comparing with
against other company scores, provides additional insights between local and remote
managers. Company I had a lowest current score, while their local future score was
neutral. Company I remote managers are neutral in both the current and future state.
Company 2 current data shows a difference between remote (lowest score) and local
(highest) responses, while the future data shows the direct opposite between manager
groups. Company 3 current data shows soms low scores by the local managers, but the
future shows a consistent high ssore from both remote and local managers putting this
company in the strongest agreement for wanting future improvements. Company 4 locai
managers remained neutral in both current and future states. Their current remote was
high, but transitioned to low in the future state. This section's summary data shows all
four companies in a variety of current states, but company 3 clearly shows a strong
combined manager high score for an improved future state.
The manager results compare lowest to highest company scores: (C : Company)
Current Manager Category: Lowest Score: Highest Score:
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Detail Engineer Comparison - Remote vs. Local
Company I was split in the current state between categories within the remote
group. Part of the group was low in the corlmunications and teamwork categories, hut
high in organization and leadership. Company 1 dominated the future high scores
between remote and local categories. Company 2 was in the current high by local data in
three of the four categories. The future state showed a drop in score as indicated by the
local engineers. Company 3 (future average remote low) and 4 (current average local
low) were comparatively neutral relative to the other companies.
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The engineer results compare lowest to highest company scores: (C : Company)
Current Engineer Category:
Organization: (p. A14)
Loulest Score: Highest Score:














































































Detail Manager & Engineer Comparison
A final comparison between managers' and engineers' lowest and highest scores
from the same company is used to cross-reference the previous two sections (Detail
Manager & Detail Engineer) current and future categories. This provides a way to assess
similarities and differences for both local and remote categories.
(M : Manager and E : Engineer; italic indicates same score between manager and


































































































Company 1 local managers had low scores compared to their remote peers. Remote
engineers had low scores compared to their local peers. The most obvious information
revealed is the high score of remote engineers endorsing their current state, but a strong
desire by both remote and local engineers for future improvement. The managers in the
future category are neutral compared to the engineers. Company 2 remote managers had
strong low scores and transitioned to high in the future category. A strong pattern of high
scorss between local managers and engineers indicates a strong working link between
them in their current state. In the future state the local managers dropped to low state
with the engineers intwo out of the four categories, while the remote managers rnoved up
to the highest group in two out of the four categories.
Company 3 shows a strong low score with current remote engineers and local
managers. The issue emerges in the future state between remote engineers (low) and
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managers (high) in the organization and teamwork categories. Meanwhile the future
local managers show a strong interest to improve in the future across all four categories.
Company 4 presents a strong current pattern with local engineers with low scores in three
categories and remote managers showing high scores across all categories. The future
state shows a difference between remote managers (low) and remote engineers (high) at
opposite ends in the organization and corlmunications categories. Remote managers
show an overall low futrxe score across all categories.
Discussion and Review
Leadensh ip Im plications
The results of this study indicate a favorable current virtual environment between
managers and engineers across all companies. The future data results present a different
picture, which indicate there are leadership challenges ahead. The manager total current
average score was 84 % (p. l6), and shows a total future average score 73 % (p. 19), or a
nine-point drop. The engineer current average total score was also S2% (p. 16), or
slightly lower than the manager score. The leadership challenge is revealed by the
engineer future average total score of 55 % (p. 19). The engineer dettas between current
and future total averages reveal a significant drop of 27 points. The total future average
gap of 18 points between managers at 73 % and engineers 55 o4, resulting in a greater
gap, which provides an opportunity for managers to fully understand why the engineers
were less optimistic about the future. Another revealing gap is recorded between the total
futwe remote averages for manager's 70% and engineers 54 % (p. 19). The gap of 16
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points between remote managers and engineers identifies another potential area for
managers leading in their virtual environment. The engineers concerns are revealed
within the four categories measured within this study. The engineer's lowest future score
was recorded inthe communications category, as indicated bythe average of 37 %G,.
19). Embedded within the future cofirmunications category, was the lowest survey score
of 35 % (p. 19), recorded by the remote engineers. This compares with the future remote
managers'communications score of 69 %(p. l9), or a delta of 34 points.
As with any leadership challenge, there is opportunity. This study provides a
glimpse into the future and gives the service organization's leaders the ability to
anticipate and plan for inevitable changes that are needed to remain competitive. By
company leaders having a future perspective about their virtual organizations employees,
managers can start to assess, plan, and prepare their engineers for futr.ue business changes
that usually affect their customers.
Manager - Virtual Leader:
The biggest change for leaders of the future is to better understand their evolving
and changing role. The role of being a leader is redefined in the virtual organizational
environment. Fisher (1998) describes this change in leadership transition frombeing a
"traditional manager," to a "boundary manager." "The boundary is simply the make-
believe line that dif[erentiates the team from the environment surrounding it. The
distance leader manages that boundary" (p. 5). Simply stated, leaders in a virtual
environment should coordinate rather than control their employees and teams.
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Key findings identified by Fisher (2001) suggest virtual leaders must still use the
same competencies as existing managers in traditional organizations. These identified
competencies include (p. 10):
1. Articulate a vision for the organization
2. Get good results
3. Actively facilitate and develop team members
4. Aggressively eliminate ba:riers to team effectiveness
5. Understand and communicate business and customer needs
6. Effectively coach individuals and teams
7. Set a personal example
Fisher (2001) differentiates the roles and responsibilities of future virtual organizations
leaders when he states, "Traditional supervisors usually work in the systerq but boundary
manager's [virtual leaders] work onthe system" (p. 8). This is an important distinction
as rnanager's transition to a new style of leadership.
Engineer - Virtual Employee:
Equally important for a successful virtual environment is the evolving role for
engineers. As identified by Haywood (1998), "Remote workers need to understand how
to motivate and influence other team members" (p. 98). Traditionally, engineers are
accustomed to working independently. Engineers have a tendency to be self-contained
and rely on themselves to complete their own tasks and assignments. This is reinforced
by Fisher, Fisher (2001) statement, "Traditional managers make assignments, schedule
vacations, authorize expenditures, ffid so forth" (p. 6). Fisher challenges traditional
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thinking for virtual leaders by stating, "...boundary managers teachthe teamto do that
themselves, and then they work on boundary issues" (p. 6). The significance for leaders
is to manage the border or edges of their employees work environment and allows the
engineers to manage the work within their borders. This becomes a point of
empowerment for engineers to take on more ownership of their work assignments. Fisher
introduces the title distance manager as another name for virtual leader or manager.
Fisher sunlmarizes the following (p. 32):
Ten Things Employees want from a Distance Manager:
1. Coordination rather than control
2. Accessibility rather than inaccessibility or omnipresence
3. Information without overload
4. Feedback instead of advise
5. Fairness over favoritism
6. Decisiveness but not intrusive supervision
7. Honesty rather than manipulation
8. Concern for development over apathy
9. Community building over coordinated isolation
10. Respect rather than paternalism or condescension
A review and adoption of these identified employee wants provides an outline for
successful companies leaders working in a virtual manner to build their organizational
policies and practices from.
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Conclusion
This research accomplished two key objectives. First, it provides a benchmark
study for measuring the effectiveness of virtual leadership as it is perceived and practiced
by the four participating companies. In turn, a summary of research data collected and
compiled is provided back to each of the participating organizations' executive sponsor
about their respective virtual environments. Second, it adds to the collection of academic
knowledge related to virtual leadership, specifically within technology-based field service
organizations. By reviewing and assessing the data collected from managers and
engineers, a different perspective about virtual leadership emerged between the current
and future virtual environments. This study provides a unique perspective for rnanagers
to assess their effectiveness in providing virtual leadership within their respective
environments. This study's data has value for organizational leaders by providing
awareness of what employees within their organizations' virtual environments believe
and feel they need to be successful. The results of this study should be considered a
baseline for future reference and provides a platform for further in-depth research to be
conducted. Because the results of this study are fairly broad, many opporfunities remain
to specifically explore the relationship dynamic between leaders and employees in the
virtual work environments.
The importance of future leadership is best described by Norton, Smith (1997)
when they state, "Leaders are still needed. The virtual organization will be dependent on
the membership of different specialist, and the nurnagers'skills will be ofno less or more
value than those of their professional colleagues.. . " They go on to say, "Every member
of the team will have to be a leader at those times when the others have to rely on that
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member's knowledge and experience." Of note, they finish by saying, "Everyone,
however, will also have to be a follower at some point, too" (p. 82).
The final thought for addressing the existing and future evolution of virtual
organizations can best be assessed and realized by looking at the lessons of history.
Fisher (2001) reminds us:
"...there are a number of great historical leaders who figured out howto master
distance management. Some of them became masters before there were any good
technology aids. Julius Caesar found ways to oversee a vast world empire
without the convenience of modern communication technologies. Alexander the
Great, Napoleon Bonaparte, and Joan of Arc found ways to motivate, discipline,
and coordinate vast armies. Paul, the Christian apostle, helped to lead the early
church using epistles * letters written from afar. These truly great leaders
motivated and inspired in ways that spanned space, time, and culture. Some led
so compellingly that their messages have survived over the greatest distance of
all: from beyond their graves," (p. >rv)
What the future holds for leaders and employees in the evolving virtual organization is
left only to their imagination. The virtual environment should be viewed as an overall
partnership between managers and engineers who share the same goal toward effectively
supporting the business goals of the organization in the most efficient rnanner. The
service manager in a virtual environment has the opportunity to balance the needs of their
customers and employees through a supportive organization, communications, and
teamwork. Service leaders can successfully manage the evolving virtual environment by
engaging their customers and engineers for input/feedback, while implementing a balance
between practical and innovative ideas.
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NOTE: this document was sent followins the telephone interview with the sponsorins executive
as a description ofthe research effort
Summary of Virtual Leadership Research
As a follow up to our conversation about my research project through Augsburg College, the
following is a brief summary of the survey process in which you agreed to participate.
What: (The purpose of this study)
I am working on my Masters degree in Leadership through Augsburg College. The paper that I
am working on requires research specific to the topic of leadership. I have become interested in
the topic of Virtual Leadership (VL) and seeking companies that would like to participate. The
following profiles the type companies that I am interested in:
. Technology Company.
I Field Service Organization has nationwide operations across the U.S.
. Service organization size of between 50 to 200 total U.S. based personnel.
. Managers have a mix of employees that are Local - reside in the same offrce or city, and
Remote - reside in a different office or city location.
Purpose: This research study is attempting to measure several aspects of Virtual
Leadership:
1. Compaqy-Perspective: gauge the service organization personnel's interpretation about their
respective company's policies and practices toward their current and evolving virtual
environment.
2. Mangger Perspective: gauge the managers interpretation about their effectiveness to
lead/manage their employees (both local and remote) within their current and future
organizations virtual environment.
3. Employee Perspective: gauge the employees interpretation about how effectively they
believe they are being led/managed (both local and remote) within their current and future
organizations virtual environment.
When: I am using an e-mail survey that will be administered with participating companies.
\Yhere: The survey process is open to all internal service employees for a two-week period.
The survey would be administered through each participating company's internal e-mail system.




Who: This survey is being targeted to all services personnel who reside within the US. It is
being targeted toward service organizations having between 50 to 200 total field service
personnel.
Benefits to Participating Companies:
. each participating company will remain anonymous from other participating companies
. each participating company will be kept confidential in the final paper that is published
. the results of each company's survey information will be provided back to that participating
company executive sponsor. It is up to the executive sponsor to determine how this
information should be shared back with the participating organizations individuals
o an anonymous/generic summary results of other participating companies, will be provided to
all participating cornpanies as a means to benchmark and compare your company's results
against other technology based service organizations
Request from Participating Companies:
as the executive sponsor, help facilitate and support the survey process to be objective and
open to all participating organization members. This can be achieved by allowing all of the
organizations employees to participate without specifically identifuing any single individuat.
If at any time you have any questions, comments or feedback, please do not hesitate to let rne
know via e-mail or telephone. I am approaching this process as a learning opporfunity. I would
hope you feel the results of this effort would produce beneficial information and knowledge
about your organizations Virtual Environm.nt g Leadership.











My field service organization has been invited to participate in a research study designed to
assist the instruction of your graduate research being conducted through Augsburg College. I
understand you are currently enrolled at Augsburg and using a study as part of your research
paper, which fulfilIs degree requirements for a Master of Arts in Leadership.
The purpose of this study is to investigate and assess an organization's Virtual Leadership
effectiveness within a field service organization. Specifically, you are looking for participating
managers that have both local (same office/city location as the manager) and remote (different
office/city location as the manager) to studythe effectiveness of managers leading a distributed
or virtual organization.
It is my understanding that you would like to collect feedback from my field service organization
in the form of an e-mail survey instrument. This will be achieved through a survey instrument
administered through my organizations internal e-mail system.
You have indicated that there are minimal risks associated with my organization participating in
this study. Data gathered and used in this case study will be strictly confidential and anonymous
to all participants who chose to respond to the administered survey. That is, nothing specific or
distinguishable will be reported either in conversation or in writing about specific rnembers of
my organization. Raw data such as notes and electronic survey information gathered by you, the
graduate researcher, will be kept only until your major paper has been acceptable as completed
by Augsburg College. The raw data will then be destroyed by yourself. A completed paper will
be on file at Augsburg College and available for reading. No publication beyond the research
paper will be done without my prior knowledge.
I understand that my organization's participation in this study is voluntary. There ire no
financial inducements or rewards for taking part. I understand that members of my organization
may choose to discontinue participation in the study at any time without prejudice. You have
made me aware that I can address concerns about this study with you directly at (>o<x-xxx-xxxx)
and your academic advisor, Dr. Robert Clyde (xxx-xxx-xxxx).
I look forward to my organization participating in this research effort. I am fully committed to







By way of this E-Mail introduction, my name is Charley Price. I am a graduate student at
Augsburg College, located in Minneapolis, Minnesota. I am currently working on my Masters
degree in Leadership. As part of my course work, I am required to rxrdertake a research effort
related to leadership. The topic I have ehosen to research is "Virtual LeadersHp," specifically
with technology based companies who have a field service organizations. Your companies
management has agree to allow me to conduct a survey with your organization to study the
effectiveness of both its current and future Virtual Leadership.
I would greatly appreciate you taking the time to read the following and participate in this
research survey effort that I am conducting. Your responses should only be provided directly
back to me, the researcher. A1l responses will be summarized into your overall organization
profile and used in my finat research paper. No information about you or any specific
individuals will be collected or shared back with anyone in your company. This is a completely
voluntary request. If you have any questions or concerns about this research, please feel free to
contact me directly.




V irtual Lead_ership - E xp lflnation/B ackground :
The classical 20th century work setting involved employees gathering at a central location, such
as a main office building or factory floor for accomplishing daily work. Managers and
supervisors (employee leaders) made daily work assignments and provided face-to-face
guidance. Today's employees are frequently distrihuted, or located away from corporate
headquarters and their assigned managers. Employees now regularly work as teammates with
minimal or no direct contact on the same assignments or projects. Dispersed employees are able
to function as a smoot[ coordinated team due to standardization of work materiaUproducts,
significantly improved modes of transportation, and technology which enables phyiically
remote, yet real-time communications. This contemporary work setting, with dispersed
employees, will be referred to as a "virtual Environment" (v.E.).
Kgy Terms:
- Virtual Environment - Organization that has dispersed employees - across a wide geographic
area.
- Virtual Leadership - Management Leaders within the virtual organization.
- Local Employees - employee is located in same office or city location as their Supr.A{gr.




The following survey process is available in E-mail text (following this introduction information)
Instructions & Time Duration:
- The survey is expected to take from between 5 to l0 minutes to fill out.
- Answer every question to the best of your knowledge (remember - there are no right or wrong
answers)
Please forward your survey responses directly back to:




RBSEARCH STUDY CONSENT STATEMENT
Survey Participant Consent Statement
Please read this statement before answering questions for this study.
You are invited to be in a research study: Yirtual Leadership: A Study of Distributed Field
Service Organizations and how it relates to your company. Your company has agreed to
participate in this research and you are being speeifically requested to participate in a study
designed to assist the instruction of a graduate student researcher.
Background lnformation - The purpose of this study is:
To review the current status and attributes of technolory companies with field service organizations. This
study will assess the current and future effectiveness of the organization leadership in a distributed Virtual
Environment (VE). Virtual environments are made up of managers who have both local and remote
reporting employees, based on the employees direct geographic location relative to their manager. This
study will survey both managers and their employees to determine the effectiveness of Virtual Leadership
(VL) from each person's perspective. The only purpose for this survey request is to conduct academic
research with participating companies.
Procedures:
A survey is being administered to all employees in your organization via the company's internal e-mail.
By reading this statement, answering the survey questions and sending back the survey, will constitute an
acceptance of consent. It is estimated that the survey will take approximately five to ten minutes to
complete.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study:
Data gathered and used in the study will be done strictly on a voluntary and anonymous base. That is,
nothing specific or distinguishable about any specific individual will be reported either in conversation or
in writing. The direct benefits to participation: each survey participant has an opportunity to provide
direct - frst hand knowledge and experience regarding their direct involvement within their companies
current and future Virtual Environment.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept private. Any report that is published, we will not include any
information that will make it possible to identifo your company or any individual participant.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future employment with your
company. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without any consequences to
you.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is graduate student: Charley Price (xxx-xxx-xxxx), and his faculty




Survey Questions for Managers
Company: [company name?]
Date of Survey: [date?]
SECTION 1: ORGANIZATIONS CURRENT STATE
f. Organization - Current State:
1. Has your organization developed written guidelines, policies, or procedures for employee reference to
direct operation of its Virtual Environment? Y / ]rT ) :_
7. In addition to your supervisor, is there assistance for getting help for dealing with any issues or
problems encountered in your organization's Virtual Environment? Y/ N ) :_
3. Does your organization offer specific training, workshops, or seminars for improving the function of
your organizations VirtualEnvironment? Y/N ) :_
4. Rate the following items based on your current belief of how effective your current organizations
Leadership manages your Virtual Environment:







5. Do you helieve your organization's Virtual Environment operates effectively? Y / N * :_
whv?
Additional Comments about Orgarrization?:
II. Communication - Current StqIe:
6. Do you believe you communicate effectively with your local employees who are at your same
office/city location where you reside? Y / N ) :_
7. Do you believe your local employees, who reside at your same office/city locatiorl effectively
communicate with you? Y / N * :_
8. Do you believe you communicate effectively with your remote employees who are at a different
office/city location then where you reside? Y / N * :_
9. Do you believe your remote emplovees, who reside at different office/city locations, effectively
communicatewithyou? Yi N ):_
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10. Do you believe there is open communications between your direct reporting employees with each
other? Y/N ):
I 1. By what means do you prefer to send communications To.your direct employegE?
(Rank in order your preference: 1 : most preferred and 6: least preferred)
In person - one-on-one





12. By what means do you prefer to receive communicationsJR0Myour direct*emplovees? (Rank in
ordel your preference: I = most preferred and 6: least preferred)
In person - one-on-one :_
In person - group meeting :_
Telephone/Cell Phone :_
Group Conference Call :_
E-mail :_
Post Office/Overnight Mail :_
13. Do you believe there is sufficient communication between employees & managers across your
organizations Virtual Environment? Y / N ):
whv?
Additional Comments about Communications
III. Teamwork - Current State:
14. Do you believe you are supporting teamwork within your overall organizations Virtual Environment?
Y/N ):_
15. Do you believe most organizations employees practice effective teamwork across the Virtual
Environment? Y/N ):--
16. Do you believe the organizations managers supports and promotes teamwork within the organizations
Virtual Environment? ) :--
17. Do you believe your direct employees practice effective teamwork within the organizations Virtual
Environment? Y/N ):
whv?
Additional Comments about Teamwork:
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Leadershin - Current State:
18. Do you believe your organization supports your role as a manager in leading within the existing
Virtual Environment? Y / N ) :_
19. Do you believe your employees support your efforts to lead them in a Virtual Environment?
Y/N ):_
20. Do you have direct personal access to your organization's executive leadership through an open door
practice? Y/N ):--
21. Do you believe you are an effective leader within your organizations Virtual Environment?
Y/N *:_
whv?
Additional Comments about Leadership :
SECTION 2: ORGANIZATIONS STATE
V, Orsaniza - Future State:
22. Would you like your organization too provide more direction through written guidelines, policies, and
procedures to operate in a Virtual Environment? Y / N ) :_
23. Would you like to get assistance or help, outside of your immediate manager, from your organization
indealingwithVirtualEnvironmentproblems?Y/N):-
24. Would you like specific training, workshops or seminars related to effectively working in a Virtual
Environment? Y/N ):_
25. Rate the following items based on your future dmire of how effective your organization could more
effectively manage its Leadership in a Virtual Environment:







26. Do you believe your organization could improve its Virtual Environment effectiveness?
Y/N ):_
whv?
Addit io nal Written Co mments abo ut Organization? :
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YI. Communication - Future State;
27. Do you believe there is more effective communications needed with all your direct employees?
Y/N ):_
28.Doyoubelieveyouremployeescouldcommunicatemoreeffectivelywithyou?Y/N):-
29. Do you believe you will need to communicate more effectively with your local employees, who
reside at your same office/city location? Y / N ) :_
30. Do you believe you will need to communicate more effectively with your remote employees, who are
at a different office/city location then you reside? Y / N ) :_
31. Do you believe there should be more open communication between your direct reporting employees
witheachother? Y/N ):_
32. In the future, you will prefer to send communications TO your direct employees?
(Rank in order your preference: 1 : most preferred and 6 : Ieast preferred)
In person - one-on-one :_
In person - group meeting :_
Telephone/Cell Phone :_
Group Conference Call :_
E-mail :_
Post Office/Overnight Mail :_
33. In the future, you will prefer to receive communications FROM your direct employees? (Rank in
order your preference: I : most preferred and 6 : least preferred)
In person - one-on-one





34. Do you believe communications could be improved within your organizations Virtual Environment?
Y/N ):--
whv?
Addit io nal Written Co mments about Communications ? :
VIf. Teamwork- Future State:
35. Do you believe you could be more effective in promoting teamwork within your overall organizations
Virtual Environment? Y / N ) :_
36. Do you believe that most of the organization employees wi[[ need to practice more effective
teamwork across the Virtual Environment? Y / N * :
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37. Managers will need to support and promote more effective teamwork within the organizations Virtual
Environment? Y/N ):_
38. Do you believe your direct employees could improve their teamwork skills within the Virtual
Environment?Y/N ):
whv?
Additio nal Written Comment s about Tearnwork? :
VI[. Leaders - Future State:
39. Do you believe your organization could be more supportive of your management position as a leader
in a Virtual Environment? Y / N ) :_
40. Do you believe your manager could support you more effectively in your efforts to work in a Virtual
Environment? Y/I{ }:_-
41. Would you like to have more direct, personal access to your organizations executive leadership
through an open door practice? Y / N ) :_
42. Could you be a more effective manager/leader within your organization's Virtual Environment?
Y/N ):_
whv?

































Thank you for participating in this survey!
Please send back completed suryey directly to:
(email address)




Survey Questions for Employees
Company: [company name?]
Date of Survey: [date?]
SECTION I ORGANIZATIONS CURRENT STATE
I. Organization - Current State:
1. Has your organization developed written guidelines, policies, or procedures for employees to
reference directly about your Virtual Environment? Y / N +
2. In addition to your supervisor, is there assistance for getting t rtp in araling with any issues or
problemsencounteredinyourorganizationsVirtualEnvironment?Y/N+-
3. Does your organization offer specific training, workshops, or seminars for improving the function of
your organtzations Virtual Environment? Y / N +_
4. RATE the following items based onyour current belief of how effective your current organizations
Leadership manages your Virtual Environment:







5. Do you believe your organization's Virtual Environment operates effectively ? Y / N +_
whv?
Additional Written Comments about Organization? :
fI. Communication - Current State:
6,Doyoubelieveyoucommunicateeffectivelywithyourmanager?Y/N+-
7 . Do you believe your manager communicates effectively back to you? Y / N +_
8. Do you believe your manager communicates effectivety with employees who are local to their regular
office/city location? Y / N +_
9. Do you believe your manager communicates effectively with employees who are remote to their
city/office location? Y / N +_
10. Do you helieve there is enough open communications between your managers direct reporting
members with each other? Y / N +
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1 l. By what means do you prefer to send communications T0 your direct manager?
G,AI\II( in order of your preference: 1 : most Ereferred and 6 = least preferred)
12. By what means do you prefer to receive communications FROM your direct manager?
(RANK in order of your preference: I = most preferred and 6 = least preferred)
In person - one-on-one





In person - one-on-one





13. Do you believe there is sufficient communisations between employees & managers across your
organizations Virtual Environment?. Y / N +_
whv?
Additional Written C omments about C ommunication? :
ilI. Teamwork - Current State:
14. Do you believe you are effective in practicing teamwork within your overall organizations Virtual
Environment? Y/N +_
15. Do you believe most organizations employees practice effective teamwork across the Virtual
Environment? Y/N +_
16. Do you believe your manager supports and promotes teamwork within the organizations Virtual
Environment? Y/N +_
17. Do you believe the employees of your direct manager practice effective teamwork within the
organizations Virtual Environment? Y / N +-_
whv?
Additional Written Comments about Teamwork?:
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IV. Leaderchip - Current State:
18. Do you believe your organization supports your manager as a leader within the existing Virfual
Environment? Y/N +_
19. Do you believe your manager supports your efforts within a Virtual Environment?
Y/N +--
20. Do you have access to your organization management leadership through an open door practice?
Y/N +-
21. Do you believe you are an effective employee under your organization Virtual Environment
leadership? Y/N +_
whv?
Additional Written Comments about Leadership? :
SECTION 2z ORGANIZATIONS FUTURE STATE
V. Organization - Future State:
22. Would you like your organization too provide more direction through written guidelines, policies, and
procedures to operate in a Virtual Environment? Y / N +--
23. Would you like to get assistance or help, outside of your immediate manager, from your organization
indea1ingwithVirtua[Environmentproblems?Y/N+--
24. Would you like specific training, workshops or seminars related to effectively working in a Virtual
Environment? Y/N +_--
25- RATE the following items based on vour fu-ture desire of how effective your current organizations
Leadership manages your Virtual Environment:







26. Do you believe your organization could improve its Virtual Environment effectiveness?
Y/N +
whv?
Additional Written Comments about Organization?:
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VI. Comm tion - Future State:
27. Do you believe there is more effective communications needed between you and your direct
manager? Y/N +--_.-_-
28. Do you believe your manager could communicate more effectively with you? Y / N +_
29. Do you believe your manager will need to communicate more effectively with employees who are
local to your manager's regular office/city location? Y / N +--
30. Do you believe your manager will need to communicate more effectively with employees who are
remote to the manager's city/office location? Y / N +_
31. Do you believe there should be more open communication between your managers direct reporting
employees with each other? Y / N +_
32. lnthe future, you will prefer to send communications TO your direct manager?
(RANK in order of your preference : I : most preferred and 6 : least preferred)
ln person - one-on-one :_
In person - group meeting :_
Telephone/Cell Phone :_
Group Conference Call :_
E-mail :_
Post Office/Overnight Mail :_
33. In the future, you will prefer to receive communications FROM your direct manager?
GANK in order of your preference: I : most preferred and 6 : least preferred)
In person - one-on-one





34. Do you believe communications could be improved within your organizations Virtual Environment?
Y/N +
whv?
Additional Written Comments about Communication?:
YII. T,eamwork - Future State:
35. Do you believe you could be more effective in practicing teamwork within your overall organizations
VirtualEnvironment? Yi N +_
36. Do you believe that most of the organization employees will need to practice more effective
teamwork across the Virtual Environment? Y / N +_
37. Your manager will need to support and promote more effective teamwork within your organizations
Virtual Environment? Y / N +
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